
Superior Institute of Religious Studies (ISER) 
 
Brief History 
 
 
 
The Higher Institute of Religious Studies (ISER) was an early and successful interfaith experience, 
held in Buenos Aires between 1965 and 1989. Prolonged duration (nearly a quarter century), its 
convening (participated laity and clergy, Catholics, Jews and various denominations of the 
Reformed Christianity), the breadth of its themes (both strictly religious and cultural and social) and 
active participation in society (through the media, documents, public events) make it a unique 
institution of its kind. While other projects, very valuable, ecumenical, interfaith and multicultural, 
have been going on, none has had possibly the theological soundness of this proposal. This justifies 
the following note. 
 
Maybe all the favorable circumstances of the 60s (the Second Vatican Council, the World Council 
of Churches- worldwide -the foundation of the Latin American Rabbinical Seminary, the political, 
cultural and social– in Argentina) had not been without sufficient personal decision of a group of 
people who carried out the idea. First we must mention the Rabbi Marshall T. Meyer, who came to 
the country and took over stewardship of the Rabbinical Seminary, immediately interested relations 
with Christians. Along with him, another rabbi remarkable theological path, Marcos Edery, began 
to propose a consistent approach to the Christians some meetings to discuss their respective faiths. 
At that time a thematic match, preventing us Edery - all friction elements or dissent says was 
sought. That's why he chose the theme of the meetings of the Old Testament theology. And the first 
stage of informal meetings that lasted two years arises. 
 
Formally the Superior Institute of Religious Studies was founded on December 11, 1967, as a 
meeting place of the three branches of the Argentine Judeo-Christian faith. Its objectives were 
essentially two: the coexistence and mutual understanding. No attempt was made at any time of an 
integration project, it was not intended to overcome dogmatic differences, but the search for 
common elements on which to support the general basis for strengthening religious and social life. 
 
This first stage appears to be linked (in addition to Rabbi Meyer) names of Jose Miguez Bonino 
pastors, Ricardo Pietrantonio, Peter Clarke, Ricardo Guillermo Mackenna and Couch, his wife 
Beatriz Melano Couch, and Prof. Severino Croatto, all ISEDET which was, together with the 
Rabbinical Seminary (SRL) - the other central host institution in the life of ISER . In the early days 
of the Catholic Seminary professors concurred Villa Devoto. These Jorge Mejia, who was made a 
farewell at the Rabbinical Seminary when he left for the Vatican. Also involved P. Jose Barrientos, 
pastor of San Isidro , and Prof. Marcelo Perez Rivas ( Protestant) . From about 1970 to his arrival in 
the country, Sr. was bound Alda of the Congregation of Our Lady of Sion  
 
Climate of ISER was purely egalitarian. To name the three branches involved religious 
chronological emergence criterion was adopted, so generally speaking of Judaism, Catholicism and 
Protestantism, but in the documents that would strengthen the membership and participation of the 
three groups are combining denominations. 
 
While ISER was essentially a private group, had some public activities, which significantly 
expanded in the 80s . But ISER was never a formalized institution. He had presidents and executive 
committees. Itself had definitely a natural leader for two thirds of his life, it was Rabbi Meyer. In 
that sense, the work of interfaith coexistence as Rector of the Rabbinical Seminary transcends 
ISER, although this was one of his undeniable accomplishments. The coordination of the activities 



of each year was voluntary, it was forming a committee that has representatives of the three faiths, 
while paperwork went in fact, more or less evenly between the Rabbinical Seminary and ISEDET. 
 
As the group emerged as an interest of theologians and professors of religious studies, activity 
focused on the meetings, which were scheduled each year. In principle, from April to November 
monthly meeting , which used to cover a morning that ended with a luncheon jointly planned. Each 
year chose a topic of interest to all denominations, but also of general interest to society or timely 
but very strong interest in a given time. Some of the topics were: 
 
- 1968: Revelation 
 
- 1969: current thinking 
 
- 1970: idem 
 
- 1971: Problems on religiosity 
 
- 1972: the situation of minority religions 
 
- 1973: personal religious location in Argentina situation 
 
- 1977: the Judeo-Christian tradition in Argentina 
 
- 1979: what kind of priest needs Argentina today 
 
- 1982: peacekeeping in Argentina 
 
- 1983: faith and culture 
 
- 1985: repentance and forgiveness 
 
- 1986: divorce 
 
- 1989: the ethics of power in Judaism, Catholicism and Protestantism 
 
A general goal of ISER is expressed on the occasion of the specific topic of 1977: the Judeo-
Christian tradition in Argentina today: origins, development and consequences. The meetings of the 
year are proposed: “To reflect together on the meaning of our presence in Argentina as 
representatives of the Judeo -Christian tradition How did we get here, how our history has been 
here and what our actual experience of our faith.? What happened and what should be our 
contribution to the national process?”, If we think of the plight of the year to appreciate the 
importance of the proposal. 
 
An important and significant public activity was the Ecumenical Congress Judeo Christian who 
celebrated 20 years of existence in 1985. It was held in Buenos Aires, on 6 and 7 July, well attended 
public of various denominations, educators, government officials, etc.  
 
The ISER instituted a special award for people who had been prominent in particular his work on 
behalf of coexistence: the Ecumenical Prize Maimonides, whose first delivery was made in the 
Judeo Christian Congress mentioned. At that time he was awarded the same Monsignor Jorge 
Novak, Bishop of Quilmes, on presentation of the award and the award-winning by Pastor Dr. José 



Miguel Bonino. Then, both the program and the enunciation of the prize, ISER was presented as 
follows: “ISER (Institute of Religious Studies) is a group of studies and Catholic reflection -
Protestant- Jew, who for 20 years in the Argentina has brought together theologians and 
practitioners inter- faith dialogues and studies, ecumenical liturgical acts in times of national 
difficulty and through statements concerning acts of violation of human and religious rights”. 
 
Meanwhile, the award had the following justification in relation to the objectives of ISER. 
“Maimonides (Moshe Ben Maimon) Ecumenical Prize Maimonides was born in Cordoba (Spain) 
in the year 1135 and was formed in the universe of religion that finds expression in Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam. Their writings reflect their sensitivity to individual and general problems of 
his contemporaries. this year the world celebrates the 850th anniversary of the birth of a human 
being who symbolizes the highest ecumenical aspirations of ISER.  This is why the prize that bears 
his name”. 
 
In 1987, during a failed military coup against the constitutional government, issued a statement 
ISER “Reflections for a different Easter”, which in turn generated analyzes the situation and 
expresses its vocation of leadership in favor of authentic peace. The statement was well received in 
religious circles, although significant political sphere kept silent. Some of the paragraphs are 
significant of the spirit of ISER : 
 
 
“[...]  
The country has endured hours of heartache and reunion. The people have been able to overcome 
distances and has turned its presence throughout the country, with a unit that knows  paragons 
decision in Argentina immediate history. 
[...] 
Obedient to God's word we hear ask: 
“...If you have the law in respect of persons, 
Do not have all one Father? 
Did not one God created us? 
Why do we deal treacherously every man against his brother, 
profaning the covenant of our fathers?” 
(Malachi 2: 9-10) 
We begin by affirming our full identification with our people in the motivations that led him to 
respond spontaneously and massively to the call of constitutional government, to defend - their very 
presence - the constitutional democracy of our country. 
[...] 
Hence the ISER sprout decides to step to this destructive spirit of Argentina family: proposing a 
genuine dialogue between the sectors from the affirmation of justice .. 
I insist on the qualification of “authentic” but we do not only for ethical pruritus, but also out of 
respect for the historical veracity of the same. 
We affirm that the internal relationship in the Argentine social tissue can heal , only from a mutual 
sincerity . - Of course - very difficult but essential . A sincerity that allows us to recognize the value 
of justice as a member of the ethical content of our society. and this can not be forgotten by those 
who affirm our religious life in the teaching that comes from God. 
[...]. 
The ISER, with over two decades of existence, has known the benefits and challenges of a meeting 
based on open dialogue, with love. So you can attest to the validity of a story that is written based 
on mutual respect. For any business is considered absolute truth. Because this is a reality that we 
recognize only in God”. 



 
Another novel and interesting aspect of the activities of ISER was what might be called their project 
“nterfaith socialization” Advocated the family encounters in which they could participate wives, 
children and friends of members. 
 
To gauge the real significance of ISER we must consider the time came and innovative nature of 
their proposal. Much of what later became in many academic circles was preceded this project, 
which at the time was the largest and possibly only reference in Buenos Aires and its surroundings, 
which means the greater weight of religious diversity in Argentina  In the Rab review. R. Freund 
(personal communication), the ISER in 20 years did more for Christian Jewish dialogue that 
everything done in the previous 100 years. This climate of understanding and coexistence that 
students and teachers appreciated by the regular meetings of the group in the same house, was part 
of their personal development and created in them the same spirit, even if not actively participate in 
meetings . If we have in mind, continues the Rab. Freund - teachers and rabbis who now occupy 
various religious places in Latin America have been at that stage for the Seminar, we will appreciate 
the level of diffusion of these ideas throughout the region, leading to an overcoming of intolerance. 
In this sense, the ISER - ends and the proposal should be considered on the same level as other 
parallel ecumenical organizations working in the United States. The same is true of ISEDET, also, 
for its Latin American character, has had and has a significant capacity expansion proposals. 
 
The Rab. Freund (same communication) recalled the words of Bishop Novak occasion of receiving 
the Maimonides Award, since he had worked in close connection with Rab. Meyer during the 
period 1976-1983 for the causes of the missing. The Argentine Bishop provided clear examples of 
the importance of ecumenical activities promoting mutual understanding, promoting a “sincere 
dialogue with mutual respect”, ISER aspiration achieved in historical concreteness. 
 
Participants in this activity usually remember with affection and a certain longing. “And of course I 
would participate in forums like those days”, this phrase of Rabbi Daniel Goldman is a sign of a 
floating suction to reopen these areas of theological reflection in common. 
 
Finally, a group of former participants reconvened on September 2, 2004, in order to resume the 
project . For this, also agreed to initiate a call to integrate new members, preferably young teachers 
and researchers interested in interreligious dialogue. 
 
This new group reaffirms the foundational objectives and tasks: 
a) intellectual task - theological works 
b) common liturgies for certain cases 
c) Propose a high religious discourse for society Argentina 
d) personal Reminders 
 
Currently the president is the Rab. Graciela Grynberg, Academic Secretary Celina A. 
Lértora Mendoza  and Pro-Secretary Fabio Esquenazi 
 
 
Community Prayer ISER 
 
From the earliest times, when acts of ISER is prayed together a community prayer specially 
composed by its members. We close this history with a fragment: 
 
C. We thank our Father, eternal God, Ruler of all things, always and everywhere 
P. We will recognize Lord in our lives , assets, projects and desires of life. 



C. Thank you for your continued love and care for us in your image and call us to be your people. 
P. We offer you our effort to be united and fellowship in the light of your Word that calls us. 
C. Thank you for your presence among us every time we invoke you in our prayers and hearts. 
 
[ ... ] 
 
C - P. For all this, in the communion of all your people, we thank you and we adore and glorify 
singing: 
 
Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of Hosts 
Full are the heavens and earth of your glory 
Amen 
 
 
 
 
 


